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Abstract
Background: An innovative idea to be applied to the navigation software system during spinal instrumentation to en-
hance screw trajectory accuracy aiming to properly equalize the distribution of the loading forces on the spine and the 
instrumentation system.

Methods: The hypothesis of the navigation-guided alarm during spinal instrumentation is an idea under trial to be 
applied to the navigation system workstation software. Its application depends on proper anatomical and physiological 
localization of entry points, and Screws trajectory. The navigation-guided alarm idea works if the screws target the spe-
cific proper anatomical entry points, pedicle- body screw direction, and it will appear as a green line on the navigation 
screen with a green sound alarm.

Results: the hypothesis is still not investigated and theoretically it will be beneficial and promising for all types of spinal 
instrumentation aiming to preserve and restore normal spine alignment through proper instrumentation.

Conclusions: Different screw entry points or different screw directions inside the pedicles and or inside the vertebral 
bodies may theoretically result in various loading forces leading to instrumentation systems failure. The postulated val-
ue of the navigation-guided alarm (NGA) is to achieve a perfect screw trajectory during spinal instrumentation while 
preserving the normal spine alignment to avoid failed back surgeries. 
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1. Introduction
The spinal navigation allows the spine surgeon and the neuro-
surgeon to perform accurate spinal instrumentation by avoiding 
misplaced screws and malposition screws. Medicolegal con-
cerns over patient safety have further reinforced the need for 
more image-guided screw placements to improve accuracy. The 
aim of our study is to achieve all these purposes by adding a new 
technique which is the navigated guided alarm to the navigation 
system workstation software. 

2. Method 
The hypothesis of the navigation-guided alarm during spinal in-
strumentation is still under trial to be applied to the navigation 

system software. This study was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board (N. 2023031835)

Spinal Neuronavigation is a tool that provides correct local-
ization of the different anatomical structures for proper screw 
direction during spinal instrumentation. Different pedicle size 
and angulation makes the insertion of the anatomical screw a 
challenge although the techniques and principles of screw place-
ment are the same as for all systems [1]. The pedicle width is 
more important to know than its height during pedicle screw 
placement. As well as pedicle relations to each other and to the 
vertebral body [2]. 

The NGA proposal could be used with distinct types of naviga-
tion systems, especially the three-dimensional (3D) navigation 
system. This hypothesis when applied to the navigation system 
software workstation will lead to proper spinal instrumenta-
tion with good tracking of these instrumentations. The naviga-
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tion-guided alarm idea depends on basic anatomical entry point, 
proper pedicle-body screw direction, and the sagittal/coronal 
pedicle angles relationship. When achieving these target points 
on the workstation they will appear as a green line with a green 
sound alarm (this means that the screw targets the correct points 
and direction inside the pedicle and inside the vertebral body). 
For example, in the lumbar spine, the proper target entry point 
of the pedicle is at the junction of the lateral facet and the trans-
verse process, or at the bisection of a vertical line through the 
facet joints and a horizontal line through the transverse process. 

These anatomical entry points could be different from one verte-
bra to another according to the three-dimension changes because 
of degenerative, congenital, or traumatic changes in the spine. 
The aim is to reach these target points whatever the shape or 
direction of the pedicle or its relation to the vertebral body. With 
proper direction the screw will be inside the cancellous bone and 
parallel to the cortical shell along the pedicle with continuation 
of the screw inside the body with the long axis of the pedicle 
(Figure 1).

A- B-

Figure 1: An axial and coronal  CT of the lumbar spine (A, B) shows the correct entry points and screw direction inside the pedicle 
and the vertebral body ( no different angulation at each level). 

Most spine surgeons depend on their happiness with the images 
obtained on the navigation system screen, or they use the pedi-
cle-sounding probe to make sure there is no disruption in the cor-
tex of the pedicles. Others may place K-wires into the pedicles to 
confirm the screw trajectory. All these methods do not guarantee 
accurate anatomical screw placement with respect to the pedicle 
long axis, and pedicle body angulation and it may lead to fixa-
tion system failure. By using this technique Any abnormal screw 
direction or different screws angulation at the same level or at 
different adjacent levels can easy be avoided.

3. Description of the idea 
The idea depends on three anatomical points that are marked on 
the software of the preoperative, or intraoperative CT navigation 
system. The registration of these points to the navigation work-

station as follow One point at the entry point, one point inside 
the pedicle along its long axis in the cancellous bone parallel 
to the cortical shell of the pedicle, and one point inside the ver-
tebral body along the line of the other two points). The axial, 
sagittal, and coronal CT cuts must show the clear rim of cortical 
bone surrounding the cancellous core at the entry points, and at 
the junction of the pedicle with the body, (Figure 2). The point 
inside the vertebral body will be the continuation of the line with 
the previous two connected points. The correct screw direction 
inside the pedicle and the vertebral body will appear in the work-
station as a green line with a green alarm sound when we are 
targeting these points. Once the direction changes, the green line 
will turn red with red alarm sound (denoting the wrong direc-
tion).
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Figure 2: A-B: sagittal CT cuts with the correct points of registration at the entry point as shown in fig, A.  and at the pedicle-verte-
bral body junction as shown in fig. B. (please note the cancellous bone and the cortical bone shell surrounding).

4. Study design and illustrations 
The learning and design process involves four main steps on the 
navigation software workstation: 
1. Determine and register the correct anatomical entry points. 
2. Determine and register the target points inside the pedicle 

and inside the vertebral body. 
3. Correlate these three points on the sagittal and coronal im-

aging with the axial images to approach the proper and cor-
rect screw direction. 

4. The three targeting points appear as a green line on the nav-
igation workstation so the spine surgeon can follow during 
screw insertion

5. Discussion 
The screw entry point during traditional open surgery is exposed 
so the assess with the spinous processes, transverse processes, 
and facet joints orientations. However, with pedicle screw place-
ment, accuracy relies on imaging-based landmarks are not easily 
visualized or palpable, lack of these landmarks could cause dif-
ferent screw orientations than what would expecting. [3, 4]. The 
wobble created by manually tapping or inserting screws across 
the trajectories involved might result in inaccuracies due to the 
maximal radial movement from its center of axis. with using the 
hypothesis of NGA and its application to the navigation system 
all this error could be avoided [5]. 

Spinal surgeries are intricate procedures that may cause both 
mental and physical fatigue in the surgeon. This intraoperative 
stress might contribute to errors in judgment and decision making 
and, henceforth, be detrimental in terms of surgical outcomes, as 
reported by Wetzel et al. Therefore, the proposal of the naviga-
tion -guided alarm has been developed, hoping to decrease both 
mental and physical fatigue and overcome all the surgical error 
during spinal instrumentation [6]. More recent studies found an 
increase accuracy with the use of a new generation of intraoper-
ative CT navigation systems depending on good imaging results 
without considering the relationship between screws direction, 
their correlation to each other [7].

In case of Virtual Reality (VR) systems which are gaining trac-
tion with recent technology development ventures, this theory 
could be applied to these systems with more accuracy, and it also 
supports the theory published by me in 2015 which discussed 
the relationship between angles between pedicles, pars-inter-
articularis, and facet joints [9] that theoretically  indicated the 
different loading forces over each part of the fixation system and 
the spinal parts related are due to different screw entry points or 
screws directions inside the pedicles and the vertebral bodies 
[8,9]. These different forces are due to different angles initiated 
by different screws directions in relation to each other and lead-
ing to instrumentation system failure.
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Figure 3: A-B: shows an axial cut of the lumbar CT:  A-shows the 3-dot registered on the navigation system. B-displays the correct 
line when the correct points are targeted.

Figure 4: A-B coronal and sagittal CT lumbar spine cuts: A- shows three lines inside the pedicle. The middle line is the correct one 
which should be registered to the navigation system workstation. B. shows the two correct points on each side inside the cancellous 
bone.

6. Results 
The hypothesis is still not investigated and theoretically it will 
be extremely helpful and promising for all types of spinal instru-
mentation aiming to preserve and restore the normal spine align-
ment through proper instrumentation. The NGA concept will be 
an extremely helpful and promising technology to both spine 
surgeons and neurosurgeons to reduce fixation system failure 
and failed back surgeries. The hypothesis needs more research 
and more updating works for proper application and use. 

7. Conclusions 
Different screw entry points or different screw direction inside 
the pedicles and or inside the vertebral bodies may be theoreti-
cally result in different loading forces leading to instrumentation 
systems failure. The postulated value of the navigation-guided 
alarm (NGA) is to achieve a perfect screw trajectory during spi-
nal instrumentation with the preservation of the normal spine 

alignment to avoid failed back surgeries.
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